An overview of the key points discussed in the ACM Roundtable on Mobile Devices in the Enterprise.
CHOOSING THE RIGHT SMARTPHONES TO SUPPORT
The adoption of smartphones in many areas of the world is growing very fast. How a company invests to develop mobile applications is heavily dependent on the geographical areas it wishes to service. This makes the selection of smartphone platforms especially difficult. You should start by defining the key issues (e.g., functionality, security, and ubiquity) and then make every effort to define the minimum functionality that an application set must support.
To make a list of supported platforms in order of priority you must perform basic research on your user base: poll users, look at market trends, and make best efforts to forecast what phones will be popular in your business area. Don't just look at Web stats and don't just say all. You should ask:
• How quickly does a solution need to be in place?
• How many platforms must be supported?
• In what geographical areas will the mobile services be used?
• Are employees purchasing their own smartphones, or is the company supplying them? Mandated and/or company-supplied smartphones allow for better control.
If the correct choices are made, mobile devices offer the opportunity to provide information services at a huge scale. Mistakes mean fragmentation and will result in getting bogged down.
A tiered approach is recommended, with each tier representing increasing levels of device support (such as good, better, best) and/or different types of available functionality. You need to define the right functionality for each platform and the minimum functionality required for any device.
Additionally, you must decide how many tiers of service will be supported and define what is in each tier. Inherently this entails compromise, and it will be impossible to make everyone happy.
For increasing levels of device support, you must be prepared to do reference ports and individual device certification by placing those devices on specific networks, doing physical testing, and then constantly reevaluating. This typically results in a three-level hierarchy of supported mobile devices:
• I know it works because I've certified it.
• I think it works because the device manufacturer that just released the device said it's totally compatible with my earlier devices.
• I have no idea if it works because there have been multiple changes.
Alternatively, or additionally, you could link business roles with specific devices. This could mean adopting a policy that lets employees use their iPhones on the internal network unless they want to use the corporate CRM application, in which case they would have to use an Android or BlackBerry. Another approach would require services that are high on the security stack to use a BlackBerry, while services further down the list would allow iPhone synchronization. For each tier, define the level of IT resource devoted to the support of each issue and the supported devices at that level. Recognize that trying to make every tier support every device at maximum level is a recipe for failure.
APPLICATION ARCHITECTURES
When designing multiplatform software, consider the following:
• Use the smallest number of APIs that you possibly can-this limits the complexity of porting the software to new devices.
• Use the oldest APIs-they have been around long enough to be supported by many different device variants.
• Use the best-tested APIs-they will be the most reliable.
In order of preference, the three implementation choices for multiplatform smartphone applications are: a browser-based, thin-client application; a hybrid approach that has a portable application operating on a standardized execution platform such as PhoneGap (http://www. phonegap.com/); or a natively coded application. Because of the high fragmentation of smartphone architectures, once a minimum functionality set has been defined, the goal is to pick the technology solution that allows the program design to get as close as possible to a single application. To protect information assets that typically reside behind a firewall, mobile developers have three choices:
• Go to a thin client and protect information in much the same way people have done with thin desktops.
• Implement a BlackBerry-specific application taking advantage of RIM's proprietary enterprise features.
• Emulate what people have done with laptops and install endpoint security products to impose control directly on the device.
For testing, while a tool such as DeviceAnywhere (http://www.deviceanywhere.com/) is a good start, nothing can beat placing a device on its production network and doing actual physical testing.
Plan to test the application(s) comprehensively on all the different supported devices running on all the different supported carriers. It is barely good enough to buy all the devices and have one individual do basic testing on every device. To achieve adequate testing coverage, you may need to hire a third-party testing service.
While Apple tries to make it easy to move things from the Mac desktop environment to iOS, it's not the same environment, and the resulting user experience is usually poor. It is generally felt that a similar issue will result from moving desktop/server Linux applications to Android.
WI-FI VS. CELLULAR NETWORK TRADEOFFS
Using a carrier network for data transmission can be very attractive as it typically provides an easily authenticated secure channel.
In the U.S., critics charge that the availability and performance of carrier data networks is steadily degrading, making smartphone data services less useful. If not remedied, this may very well cause subscribers to abandon carrier data networks and move to public Wi-Fi access points for network access.
Many retail businesses in the U.S. provide free public Wi-Fi service, and urban areas typically provide good Wi-Fi coverage. Practically all mobile devices support Wi-Fi, and mobile application developers should take advantage of this alternative mode of network access.
Unless the data connection is encrypted (such as VPN), use of public Wi-Fi for smartphone data services exposes your data stream to all the users of that access point.
MANAGING MULTIPLE MISSIONS
Because smartphones are personal devices, they are commonly used in both professional and personal roles. To secure the information assets for one or more roles, a user must carry at least two phones, or a single phone must have a way to compartmentalize the data and applications for critical roles.
Because of the need to manage power and other limited resources, it does not seem likely that virtualization will be a viable solution to this problem. A more likely approach will be a Unix-like method of multiple users.
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
Many industries have explicit rules and regulations regarding the disclosure of confidential data, and mobile application developers should seek legal guidance for industry-specific security compliance requirements. As a general rule, it is important to create a culture that views security not as the enemy but as a way to enable the delivery of business value and managed risk in a sustainable way.
In finance, security compliance has been along the lines of protecting against the disclosure of sensitive customer data. To avoid triggering a mandatory client notification, the focus has typically been on being able to guarantee to some level of technical certainty that the loss of a mobile device would not result in unauthorized information disclosure.
OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE
In the near term, application architectures in both consumer and enterprise roles are expected to trend toward thin clients because of the popularity of public and enterprise-based cloud services and the access control they provide for data. At some point thin clients will become unattractive and fat mobile clients more desirable because:
• Available carrier network availability and bandwidth degrades to the point of not being able to support thin-client connectivity requirements.
• Storing data in public clouds becomes unattractive as a result of increased data breaches through either security failures or poor data aggregation and collection policies by service providers. This is not expected to be an issue for enterprise users of private cloud services.
Tablets will become a huge part of the mobile market over the next two to three years in both the consumer and enterprise spaces, with applications moving from the phone to the tablet. It is expected that tablets will become the primary device for media and a major platform for consumer mobile computing.
As carrier network bandwidth, availability, and cost negatively impact more mobile users, more segmentation of the mobile network space should occur. Individual devices will be able to talk
